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Abstract
This article explores how the creative use of international economic and social rights law might assist actors operating inside and around the international trade law regime to address the impact of trade on social concerns. In a world context where trade and social concerns overlap in many ways, strategies based on international human rights law may disturb conceptions of the trade regime as narrowly directed towards trade facilitation, while also providing a basis to address difficult problems such as reconciling the concerns for high social standards in both the South and the North. The article describes and relates strategies based on international social rights at three potential venues for the development of the trade regime. First, a strategy of 'countering' could utilize international social rights law to guide interpretation and application of trade treaties, including to challenge the selective spread of such 'human' rights intellectual property rights and investment rights. Second, international social rights might be achieved by, and in turn guide, NGO 'branding' practices. Third, a strategy of 'dealing' informed by norms of international social rights could generate broader reforms to the trade regime that would address both concerns about fair trade and regulatory competition in developed countries and concerns about trade access and development in developing countries.

1 Introduction
Seattle, December 1999, was a watershed in the political contest and policy debate between the promoters and the critics of the international trade regime and of
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economic globalization. Two years later, a standard map of the contested terrain seems set in international trade law commentary. In better trade law scholarship, the conflict between the productive virtues of liberalized international trade and the accompanying harms to various economic and non-economic objectives is described in a structured and sophisticated policy discourse of benefits and costs. The literature also regularly evokes a tension between the concerns of ‘Northern’ progressives interested in protecting social objectives such as labour or environment standards and the interests of ‘Southern’ societies that fear that such linkage is often a cloak for protectionist denial of trade access for developing countries. While the orthodox critique of trade protesters as economically illiterate is still common, better commentary usually ends in a call for a balance between trade promotion and protesters’ concerns.

In international trade politics as well, the conflict between the liberal trade orthodoxy and its progressive opposition is repeated in a predictable pattern — a discourse of demonstrations and media events — that tracks the meetings of various international institutions. The policy conflict is also replicated in other fora, such as in the debate at the International Labour Organisation concerning core labour rights. Although useful in describing the basic nature of the major policy conflicts in the international trade regime, this routinized structure of policy discourse within and about the international trade regime seems static and constraining.

This article is an effort to think about ‘the box’ of routinized policy debate in international trade regulation by exploring the role that international economic and social rights might play in disturbing and informing the policy discourses in and around the international trade regime. The article explores how international social and economic rights are useful for understanding and addressing two central conflicts.
in contemporary international trade regulation: the conflict between trade and non-trade objectives and the conflict between the interests of developed and developing countries. Proceeding through three potential venues for the development of the trade regime, the article then explores how a creative use of international economic and social rights law may assist actors operating both inside and outside the official trade regime to counter narrow conceptions of the purposes of the international trade regime and to address difficult problems such as reconciling the key concerns of those interested in high social standards in both the South and the North.

2 Countering Rights

This article builds from the expanding literature on the potential use of international human rights law in international trade law.\(^\text{10}\) This article does not, however, address the question of whether enhanced international human rights law and institutions, including their ‘constitutionalization’ in the trade regime,\(^\text{11}\) would redeem the international economic law regime as a vehicle for establishing greater protection of democratic, regulatory and distributive concerns.\(^\text{12}\) International human rights norms are likely to operate, as they always have, in more diffuse ways than by providing the institutionalized basis for legal claims.\(^\text{11}\) It is more likely, and perhaps normatively less problematic, that any emerging system of transnational governance will involve a mix of strategies,\(^\text{14}\) including international treaties and institutions, transnational cooperation among governmental actors,\(^\text{13}\) national state regulation, transnational NGO activism,\(^\text{16}\) transnational litigation,\(^\text{17}\) consumer boycotts,\(^\text{18}\) and
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\(^\text{16}\) See e.g. M. Keck and K. Sikkink, \textit{Activists beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics} (1998).

\(^\text{17}\) See e.g. C. Scott (ed.), \textit{Torture as Tort: Comparative Perspectives on the Development of Transnational Human Rights Litigation} (2001).

\(^\text{18}\) See e.g. M. Friedman, \textit{Consumer Boycotts: Effecting Change through the Marketplace and the Media} (1999).
voluntary codes. Faced with a necessary eclecticism, this article explores how a set of strategies for advancing social goals in the trade regime might emerge out of distinct but related strategies of WTO treaty interpretation, NGO activism and international political negotiations.

The focus away from direct legal enforcement softens what is arguably most distinctive about rights discourse: the character of rights claims as ‘trumping’ claims. In contexts such as constitutional discourse, rights often operate as assertions by individuals or groups that certain interests or values should be enforced in priority to collective objectives and interests of the state. To some observers, the introduction of human rights discourse into the domain of international trade, a regime dominated by the concerns of sovereign states, cannot but help to contribute to the progressive and democratic advance of the trade regime.

To other observers, individualistic rights discourse itself can become an impediment to progressive social change. A turn to rights in international politics risks obscuring shared social concerns, legitimating the existing order and displacing more meaningful social change in the international system. Indeed, the selective placement of rights within the trading regime may act as a vehicle for the constitution of a neo-liberal order. Those interested in protecting social objectives against individual rights claims sometimes critique an individualistic conception of rights and defend a social view of rights and their contents. Another strategy, more common in international human rights law, is to argue that more kinds of rights should be recognized, including economic and social rights, and that in particular, human rights must be considered in relation to each other and as part of an indivisible package.

This article operates at a tangent to such debates by focusing on a function for social rights that does not involve a direct claim for or against government action, but rather uses international human rights as a ‘countering’ strategy. The article explores the use of international social rights in the trade regime as an argumentative and political strategy that can destabilize utilitarian-functionalist policy orientations in the trade regime, but also complicate problematic use of rights discourse itself. In this respect, international economic and social rights seem an exemplary form of countering rights. Social and economic rights are sometimes characterized as relating to positive obligations on governments which are hard to operationalize and hence largely
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aspirational. They are therefore argued to be non-justiciable and to have limited potential for enforcement by individual rights holders. While social rights scholars have elaborated on the reasons why this distinction is not sustainable, this article brackets the issue by focusing on social rights as a counter to utilitarian policy arguments in international trade law and naive conceptions of trade-related rights.

A International Trade Law and the Policy Discourses of Cooperative Benefit

Trade law has traditionally been described as state-focused and utilitarian-consequentialist, and so an unlikely place for rights claims and analysis. In this context, arguments framed in terms of rights may help to elevate and concretize concerns about the impact of trade on social and distributive concerns by disturbing the tendency towards sovereigntist assumptions in trade reasoning. Rights claims can disturb the dominance of policy discourses or rationalities of ‘economization’ in the ‘collision of discourses’ in global law, either within systems such as international commercial systems or through their influence in systems such as labour or human rights networks that potentially act as countervailing forces in global politics. Human rights concepts also offer an ideational ‘frame’ for principled transnational advocacy and a strategic tool for providing a ‘human face’ to various social problems.

A set of economic, political and ethical discourses provides a parallel and reinforcing set of policy justifications for the cooperative benefits of liberal international trade. Economic theories emphasize how specialization and exchange according to comparative advantage will be mutually advantageous to all societies
because there will be increased total production available to be divided. A liberal institutionalist view of international politics views the international trade regime as helping sovereign countries to gain cooperative benefits, by putting in place structures that limit the tendency in anarchic world systems towards cheating, as well as to control for the focused political influence and lobbying of narrow, but concentrated, domestic interests. At the level of ethics, liberal internationalists identify free trade with cosmopolitan values: openness to foreign influences, pluralism in values and concern for extra-national interests.

International trade law reinforces a concern with cooperative benefit and mutual advantage because of the centrality to international law of sovereign consent. The preambles of both the GATT and the WTO Agreement observe that the various objectives of the signatory states are to be achieved 'by entering into reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements'. The continuing presence of mutual benefits is also important to the ongoing operation of existing regimes: international lawyers, for example, fear that compliance with international law will be compromised without some continuing sense of mutual advantage among states. The sense that international treaties such as the WTO treaties are analogous to contracts reinforces the notion that international trade law must be restricted to concerns based either on prior sovereign consent or continuous benefits to each sovereign party.

While it is not surprising that international trade lawyers emphasize the presence of mutual sovereign benefit, it may mean that other values, such as questions of distributional fairness as between countries or inside any particular state are not addressed. For example, issues of restitution and compensation for past harm are

37 See e.g. Trebilcock and Howse, supra note 35, at 15–17.
38 See e.g. Petersmann, supra note 11, and references in note 47, infra.
39 I elaborate on the relationship between consent and cooperation in the policy discourses of international law in Wai, ‘The Commercial Activity Exception to Sovereign Immunity and the Boundaries of International Legalism’, in Scott, supra note 17. Sovereign consent is central to both conventional and customary international law; see e.g. M. Koskenniemi, *From Apology to Utopia: The Structure of International Legal Argument* (1989), at 52–73.
40 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO Agreement), preamble.
41 See e.g. the surrounding text to Louis Henkin’s famous observation that ‘almost all nations observe almost all principles of international law and almost all of their obligations almost all of the time’; L. Henkin, *How Nations Behave: Law and Foreign Policy* (1979), at 47.

The WTO Agreement is a treaty — the international equivalent of a contract. It is self-evident that in an exercise of their sovereignty, and in pursuit of their own respective national interests, the Members of the WTO have made a bargain. . . .
43 For this and other limits of cooperative benefits analysis, see Wai, supra note 39, at 235–239.
restricted in the trade regime. Moreover, an overriding concern to maintain consensus support for the international law regime leads to an unwillingness to openly recognize or confront the gap between general liberal internationalist values and particular institutional programmes. The aversion to openly addressing gaps and ambiguities, and the belief that liberal internationalist goals exhaust legitimate concerns, means that some concerns that do involve potential long-term benefit are rejected as being excessively ‘political’ and, for that reason, a matter to be deferred or suppressed. For example, problems of regulatory gaps or regulatory competition are often seen to be outside of the international trade regime because they involve ‘real conflicts’ and ‘political’ disagreements about regulatory standards among sovereign states.

In this setting, international human rights law may provide a basis to frame serious claims based on suppressed policy goals that disturb dominant policy discourses of international trade law. International human rights claims can highlight particular harms to concrete specific interests, and can remind us that liberal cosmopolitanism includes respect for rights at home and abroad. International human rights rest on established social values within almost all of the member states of the trading regime. At the same time, their status as international law helps to show that international human rights concerns are not parochial, but recognized and shared concerns of the international system and its member states.

B Countering the Selective Spread of Rights to International Trade

In addition to complicating policy frames based on cooperative benefit, economic and social rights have a further critical role in countering other rights claims that already and increasingly are made in the trade regime. Although the trade regime is not traditionally understood as based on rights, as the trade regime has expanded more claims about trade access are framed using concepts from rights analysis. Trade discourse has already borrowed concepts from human rights discourse, such as the idea of non-discrimination that informs core trade principles of Most-favoured Nation Treatment and National Treatment. Clearly, claims about equal or non-discriminatory treatment of goods are not identical to non-discriminatory treatment of peoples.

44 For example, the Dispute Settlement Understanding of the WTO does not provide for payment of damages or required compensation; Sykes, ‘The Remedy for Breach of Obligations under the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding’ in M. Bronckers and R. Quick (eds), New Directions in International Economic Law: Essays in Honour of John H. Jackson (2000). The focus of the DSU is on voluntary compliance, backed up by a staged process to increase pressure of reputational harm and, ultimately, the threat of suspension of trade concessions by complaining states; DSU, Articles 19–22.

45 Legal realists and critical legal scholars have repeatedly identified the tendency towards ‘false necessity’ in legal reasoning from general policy objectives or values to particular conclusions; e.g. D. Kennedy, A Critique of Adjudication: fin de siècle (1997), chapters 5–6; R. Unger, False Necessity (1987). A parallel sense that diverse institutional alternatives might serve goals such as development is found in Dani Rodrik’s recent work; see e.g. D. Rodrik, The Global Governance of Trade as if Development Really Matters (2001). Similarly, Joseph Stiglitz has criticized the market ‘fundamentalism’ of the Washington Consensus of policy prescriptions; J. Stiglitz, Globalization and Its Discontents (2002).

But as the trade regime expands into more controversial realms, some trade writers and some trade panels risk conflating the instrumental concerns of non-discrimination in treatment of goods with the fundamental values of non-discrimination in the treatment of people.

In addition, the use of human rights discourse in trade regulation has increased as international trade regimes become identified with protecting individual or corporate interests rather than the interests of states. Two significant examples of this are foreign investment protections and trade-related intellectual property (IP) protections. Critics have observed that such provisions are a form of human rights protection for a special-interest group of business actors, an imbalance made worse by the lack of any equivalent protection in trade agreements for the human rights of workers or citizens. Foreign investor and intellectual property rights are stark examples of what Upendra Baxi identifies as the shift in human rights towards a ‘trade-related, market-friendly’ paradigm.

More broadly and still more fraught are references to a human right to transact. The initial uses of this concept are careful and to a socially sensitive purpose. For example, Amartya Sen has invoked the ‘right to economic participation and transaction’ as part of his effort to develop a broader ‘capability’ approach to development that emphasizes the interdependence of freedom and development. The danger is not in the existence of such a right, but rather in a misunderstanding of its purpose and priority. In particular, the use of these rights in this context feeds into problematic libertarian conceptions of freedom of contract and the right to property. For Sen, the freedom to transact is more about freedom from basic constraints imposed by slavery, child labour, political oppression and male domination. More importantly, he expressly cautions against the prejudices and preconditions of a dominant market view that fails to see the complementarity of significant non-market institutions in fully protecting both freedom and development. This caution is at risk of being lost in
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48 See e.g. Japan — Alcoholic Beverages, supra note 42 (discriminatory treatment of white and brown liquors).


52 Ibid., at 113–116. For an example of such a misuse of Sen’s analysis to defend an unexamined faith in markets, see Lim, supra note 47, at 298–299.
efforts by trade writers to speak of a ‘right to free trade’.\textsuperscript{54} International social and economic rights law provides a useful check on such selective importation of rights into the trade regime.

3 Just Trade? The Converging Concerns of International Human Rights and International Trade

The relevance of human rights discourse to international trade has increased as the practical and doctrinal separation of the fields of international trade law and international human rights law, previously plausible to most actors in each area, has weakened in the face of developments in both the theory and practice of international trade and human rights.

International human rights and international trade have largely operated separately in the post-World War II era. The international human rights institutions, in particular those associated with the various human rights conventions, have focused on the United Nations as a site for change. The dominant international trade institutions, the GATT and now the WTO, operate outside the UN system, and have a different set of parties from the human rights conventions and institutions. Furthermore, scholarship in the two fields has largely operated in isolation from each other, with each field utilizing distinct discourses and frameworks for addressing similar problems. However, recent theoretical and practical developments indicate how the two fields substantially overlap in their concerns and could address each other more constructively.

A Attending to the Role of Trade in the Realization of Human Rights

The regulation for trade protectionism on the one hand and violation of human rights on the other seem to involve fundamentally different policy concerns.\textsuperscript{55} Nonetheless, sophisticated human rights scholars have long observed that any strong isolation of human rights concerns from economic considerations is untenable. As Philip Alston observes, the isolation of human rights concerns from trade issues risks confirming the implausible assumption that ‘human rights problems constitute political issues, whereas economic and other financial matters are technical or apolitical issues, and the separation between these two tracks should not be interfered with’.\textsuperscript{56}

Economists like Amartya Sen have also focused on the multiple connections between economic development and human rights.\textsuperscript{57} While economic development and human rights can be in tension with respect to particular policies, they are not so at a more fundamental level involving a broader sense of social development.

\textsuperscript{54} Petersmann, \textit{Constitutional Functions}, supra note 11, at xii (the right to free trade as a basic human right); Charnovitz, \textit{supra} note 26, at 122 (‘right of individuals to export, to import, to invest, and to divest’).

\textsuperscript{55} See e.g. Garcia, \textit{supra} note 10.


Economic development is central to providing the economic means for the realization of human rights, as well as the conditions necessary for political pressure for higher social standards. In the other direction, protections for human rights help to foster economic and social development. For example, political freedoms and democratic rights can help to monitor for wasteful or dysfunctional social policies, such as those leading to famine.\(^58\) In addition, a right to basic participation in the market is required to meet human needs in most societies.\(^59\) In Sen’s analysis, human rights should be promoted both as ends in themselves and for their instrumental value in development.\(^60\)

International human rights conventions related to economic, social and cultural rights recognize the many connections between economic policy and human rights.\(^61\) For example, advocates of social and economic rights have shown how certain economic policies can themselves impede the advancement of human rights.\(^62\) In addition, international social and economic rights are expressly acknowledged, for example in the concept of ‘progressive realization’, to depend on the economic contexts of stage of development and availability of resources.\(^63\)

The international human rights institutions have increasingly noted the need for international economic institutions to address concerns of human rights, including social and economic rights.\(^64\) While institutions such as the United Nations Development Programme have acknowledged the connections between economic policy and human rights,\(^65\) the international trade institutions have only minimally focused on the connection between trade and human rights.\(^66\) Yet international trade is intertwined with the realization of human rights if only because the economic development and material resources of all contemporary societies have become
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\(^{60}\) Ibid., at 36–37.

\(^{61}\) The article will focus on the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 993 UNTS 3 (1966) (ICESCR), the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UNGA Res. 217A (III), UN Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948) (UDHR), and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171 (1966) (ICCPR). However, the international conventions relevant to social rights include many other instruments, such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, UN Doc. A/34/46 at 193 (1979).


increasingly dependent on connections to the global economy. Trade access to export markets is required to provide a foundation for viable domestic production, and access is needed to imports such as medicines that can serve social development needs, especially in smaller developing states.

**B Not Just Trade: The Increasing Presence of Human Rights Concerns in International Trade Regulation**

Although there has been only limited direct recognition in the trade institutions of the relevance of international human rights law, there is growing awareness that the international trade regime cannot avoid addressing social issues that have not traditionally been considered relevant to trade. The recognition that international trade concerns social regulation requires a consideration of the conditions that would ethically define ‘just trade’. In that task, it seems unavoidable that human rights, an increasingly pervasive ethical and political discourse in world affairs, will have an important role.

Some obvious connections between trade and human rights relate to the social displacement associated with opening a society to increased competition from foreign economic production. There are inevitably winners and losers in the process of trade liberalization. The effects are most serious for workers in sectors or businesses that are not internationally competitive. For a society overall, this detrimental impact is claimed to be more than offset by the benefits to consumers of better or cheaper production and the benefits to producers and workers in competitive sectors that increase their exports to foreign markets. At the same time, there are clearly distributive consequences, which may or may not be offset by worker adjustment policies. In addition, there are harms associated with increased international economic production itself, such as harm to the environment, culture or governance of local communities.

The focus of this section, however, is on how the connection between trade and human rights is consistent with developments in core policy thinking in international trade regulation itself. Trade scholars increasingly confront the linkage of trade and non-trade matters through two central issues in the theory and in the operation of an advanced trade regime: (1) the impact of domestic laws not directly concerned with trade as trade barriers; (2) concerns of fair trade related to the impact of differential foreign social regulation on patterns of trade. Both of these concerns have significance.
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for the normative and practical setting for international economic and social rights in
the international trade regime.

1 Trade Law without Borders: Domestic Law and Policy as a Trade Barrier

A first step in realizing the significance of human rights to trade is the recognition in
the trade field that as the international economic system becomes more deeply
integrated, domestic policies other than just border measures can be the most
significant source of trade barriers in practice. Various forms of domestic regulatory
laws, policies or requirements may — on their face or in effect — limit the ability of
goods or services of foreign origin to compete with domestic products. This may justify
the application of the disciplines of international trade rules, but in turn, the broader
oversight by the trade regime means that international trade regulation becomes a
significant constraint on domestic policy-making.

For some time, the principle of comparative advantage, in addition to explaining the
mutual advantages of specialization and trade, permitted a form of agnosticism in the
international trade regime about the background domestic laws and policies of a
particular country. Domestic laws and regulations were effectively treated as if they
were simply part of the configuration of domestic economic attributes — together
with factor attributes such as natural resources, human capital and geography —
which gave each economy its distinctive features and which constituted the
comparative advantage and disadvantage of each economy.

Practical considerations reinforced the tolerance of comparative advantage theory
towards diversity in most kinds of national laws and policies. The main focus of the
GATT trade regime instituted immediately after World War II was on trade-distorting
laws and policies that were specifically trade-oriented and often took effect at the
border. Such measures included tariffs and customs laws, import and export quotas,
and foreign exchange policy. The focus of the GATT regime on border measures was
reinforced by a backdrop of ‘embedded liberalism’ which involved a similar set of views
among major GATT states concerning an active governmental role in domestic
policy-making, including in provision of social welfare and regulation.

In practice, as economic integration has advanced and the scope of the inter-
national trade regulation regime has expanded, the focus in the GATT-WTO has
turned to non-tariff barriers, and in particular to non-border measures, including
subsidies, domestic regulatory policies and domestic trade remedy laws. A major
difficulty in addressing non-tariff barriers is the dual aspect of many laws, regulations

73 Roessler, ‘Diverging Domestic Policies and Multilateral Trade Integration’, in Bhagwati and Hudec, supra
note 10.
74 Bhagwati, ‘Fair Trade, Reciprocity, and Harmonization’, in D. Salvatore (ed.), Protectionism and World
75 Ruggie, ‘International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Postwar
1997), at 130 (‘like ways to avoid income tax, human invention of non-tariff barriers will undoubtedly
go on forever’).
or policies.77 Most laws, policies and regulations are primarily ‘domestic aspect’, in that they are enacted for purely domestic purposes, which that society would have chosen even in a state of autarky. Since autarky does not exist in the contemporary world system, however, virtually every law and policy also has an ‘international aspect’ including through its external effects on international trade. As international interdependence increases, it becomes more difficult to neatly disentangle ‘self-regarding’ actions from their ‘other-regarding’ effects. Such distinctions cannot be made in a neutral fashion that does not rely on some baseline judgments related to the ‘normal’ range of domestic policies that are acceptable.78 However, simply abstaining from judgments about such laws, regulations and policies is problematic because the dual aspect of such laws does mean that they can be manipulated to influence patterns of trade.

The response of the trade regimes has been to expand the domain of domestic policy that is regulated by the trade regime. This can involve harmonization of domestic policy standards as a means of removing trade-distorting differences, as in the European Union.79 Examples of positive harmonization in the WTO context include some provisions of the TRIPS Agreement.80 More often, the WTO restrictions on domestic policy are the indirect result of ‘negative integration’ under such provisions as the core non-discrimination principles of the GATT.81 WTO panels have found that the non-discrimination provisions protect against not just domestic policies that are intended to discriminate, but also situations of de facto or implicit discrimination.82 Consequently, how much such trade regulation interferes with domestic policy-making depends on the degree of deference to domestic policy-setting found in the trade-off or balancing mechanism that is adopted by the WTO panels interpreting these various rules and exceptions.83 Regardless of whether positive or negative integration is involved, national governments are now under pressure to make
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77 See Roessler, supra note 71. The connection is also addressed in the trade ‘linkage’ literature; see ‘Symposium, Linkage as Phenomenon: An Interdisciplinary Approach’, 19 U.Penn J. Int’l Econ. L. (Summer 1998) 201.


81 GATT Article I (Most Favoured Nation Treatment) and Article III (National Treatment).


formerly sovereign decisions concerning domestic policy in light of international trade commitments.

Given the problem of dual aspect, the disciplines of international trade law could extend to restrictions on a number of domestic laws or policies related to social rights. The governmental measures potentially impacted by international trade law review could be wide ranging, including unemployment insurance, regional development assistance, public health care, and health and safety standards. In addition, the challenge of dealing with ‘progressive’ domestic social measures that also act as non-tariff barriers corresponds to concerns about the trade effects of ‘regressive’ domestic social measures in trading partners. This last issue is a particular concern in demands for ‘fair trade’.

2 The Collapsing Boundaries between Free Trade and Fair Trade

Free trade based on comparative advantage is agnostic about the production conditions in any particular jurisdiction, including its domestic regulatory standards. Fair trade theory, in contrast, is very much concerned with defining the background conditions under which international trade should occur. Production that violates these background conditions would constitute ‘unfair competition’ and could be subject to restrictions when internationally traded.

Fair trade arguments in their more sophisticated forms rely on some additional observations. For example, fair traders can marshal the significant theoretical insights related to strategic trade theory and theories of competitive advantage. Strategic trade theory and theories of competitive advantage imply that both border measures and internal policies — ranging from subsidies through particular regulatory frameworks — can be used to ‘shift’ comparative advantage, and thereby advantage one jurisdiction over another in the competition for particular kinds of economic production. These theories also provide economic justifications to argue against agnosticism about the nature of a country’s comparative advantage. First, there are traditional concerns about development of infant industries. The concern here is that, because of economies of scale, economies of scope, and efficiencies of learning,
industrial development in some countries, especially late industrializers, requires assistance of various kinds, including subsidies and direct protection from foreign competitors. This assistance is needed to permit a starting industry to develop the basic scale, scope and expertise necessary to compete with established foreign competitors.88

Moreover, theories of strategic trade and competitive advantage argue that particular industries may provide positive externalities. Certain kinds of economic production may produce additional 'spillover' benefits beyond the economic returns to producers; these benefits could include research and development of other products, the foundation for development of clusters of related companies, improved local environmental conditions, and support for rural communities. In addition, production in certain industries may yield unusually high rates of return because of imperfect competition in the international markets in those industries.89 The continued existence of such thinking is evidenced in the decision of various states to adopt policies that encourage particular industries, such as agriculture or high-technology. Policies that champion national businesses in such sectors include protection from competing imports but also subsidies of many kinds.90

Taken too far, theories of strategic trade and competitive advantage collapse into an apology for protectionism and a denial of any of the gains to be enjoyed from international specialization and exchange. Strategic trade theory may make sense for one country, but it would severely impede the gains from trade if generalized into a universal practice. It also is difficult in practice to implement a domestic policy that would effectively identify and assist industries that have potential as infant industries or for sustained positive externalities. Because of these dangers, most trade regulation scholars have opposed the idea of fair trade and competitive advantage as an organizing principle for the trade regime.91 However, the theoretical insight remains, as does the fact that most states, and many business actors, believe in its validity.92

Fair trade concerns with shifting comparative advantage are reinforced by concerns about regulatory competition. Regulatory competition concerns arise because compliance with domestic regulatory policies — such as tax laws, environmental regulations, labour laws, and health and safety requirements — may affect

88 See e.g. Trebilcock and Howse, supra note 35, at 9–10. The infant industry argument has a long history in international trade economics, traced back at least to J. S. Mill; see D. Irwin, Against the Tide: An Intellectual History of Free Trade (1996), chapter 8. The infant industry argument also informs GATT provisions which permit developing countries to provide some protection for the ‘establishment of particular industries’: Article XVIII, paras 2 and 3.
89 Krugman, supra note 87.
91 Krugman, supra note 87, at 15–20; P. Krugman, Pop Internationalism (1996), chapter 1 (‘Competitiveness: A Dangerous Obsession’).
92 It is revealing that the leading thinker of competitive advantage, Michael Porter of the Harvard Business School, is a business strategy scholar rather than a trade economist; see Porter, supra note 87.
the relative costs of production. In addition, the increasingly integrated global economic market means that economic producers are often able to shift production, or part of production, across borders to alternative locations in order to take advantage of the most favourable production conditions. The costs of regulatory compliance together with the possibility of shifting transnational production create a context for domestic producers to plausibly claim that regulatory conditions in foreign jurisdictions will have an effect on their own competitive opportunities. Furthermore, jurisdictions competing for economic production may engage in a sub-optimal process of altering regulatory standards to retain or attract economic producers. In the worst-case scenario, there is a ‘race to the bottom’ among jurisdictions.93

In such a situation, the allocation of industrial production seems to depend on either jurisdictional competition or some system of international negotiation and management of the background ‘conditions’ of international trade. From this perspective, a trade regime can be viewed as the outcome of a political process in which each party seeks to negotiate a share of the production that it believes is in accordance with the cooperative gains from international trade and also ensures it a fair distributive share from that international trade. As a descriptive matter, this complex arrangement of cooperative conflict has been examined in many ways, including through tools of international relations theory, such as game theory.94 But this view also should inform the normative interpretation of the trade regime and the broader political discussion of advanced international economic integration.

The insights associated with theories of strategic trade, competitive advantage and regulatory competition provide a theoretical, if contestable, basis for the claim that domestic policies must be addressed as part of the terrain on which free trade will occur.95 Setting ground rules or baselines concerning domestic polices seems necessarily to follow from the collapse of any strong distinction between fair trade and free trade.96 Any trade regime, including the current framework, operates with background understandings concerning ‘permissible’ domestic policy of member states. Negotiating such background norms is unlikely to be easy given the diversity of domestic policies and economic interests at stake, but it is an unavoidable negotiation in which the legitimacy of fair trade concerns of parties must be addressed. In such an international contest of norms, international human rights law seems clearly relevant.

93 See e.g. Trebilcock and Howse, supra note 35, at 426–428, 455–456; W. Bratton et al. (eds), International Regulatory Competition and Coordination (1996).


95 See Howse and Trebilcock, supra note 3, at 223–233.

96 Tarullo, supra note 78; Langille, supra note 85.
4 The Pervasive Problem of Dual Motives: Economic and Moral Motives and Who is ‘Protected’ by Protectionism

Given the substantial overlap between matters of international trade and of human rights, what are the barriers to the increased recognition of human rights concerns in the international trade regime? One major barrier is the familiar problem of dual motives in international relations. Although the motivation for international human rights protection may be genuine moral concern for the interests of others in foreign jurisdictions, it is frequently a selective, and often self-serving, engagement with these problems. The main concern in bringing human rights into the international trade regime is the misuse of human rights for ‘selfish’ purposes such as protection of domestic producers.

A Central Tension: Northern Progressives and Southern Development

At and since Seattle, the international trade orthodoxy has been confronted inside and outside the negotiating halls by two major critiques. As Dani Rodrik observes,

At present, two groups feel particularly excluded from the decision-making machinery of the global trade regime: developing country governments and northern NGOs. The former complain about the asymmetry in trade rules, while the latter charge that the system pays inadequate attention to fundamental values such as transparency, accountability, human rights, and environmental sustainability. The demands of these two disenfranchised groups are often perceived to be conflicting — over questions such as labour and environmental standards or the transparency of the dispute settlement procedures — allowing the advanced industrial countries and the leadership of the WTO to seize the ‘middle’ ground. It is the demands of these two groups, and the apparent tension between them that has paralyzed the process of multilateral trade negotiations in recent years.

The two critiques are not necessarily in conflict. Indeed, in strategy and personnel, there is significant interchange and interdependence among progressive groups in North and South. They are also united in their perception that international trade liberalization has been racing ahead without the necessary complement of democratic, regulatory and distributive accountability required for any legitimate system of governance. Recently, more extensive consultation and cooperation has taken place between South and North non-governmental groups; the most prominent of these
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98 Rodrik, supra note 45, at 35. Like Rodrik and others, I use the shorthand of South and North as an adequate frame for the problem addressed in this article, although for many other purposes South-North is an unhelpful simplification of complex realities.
99 Such cooperation was important in the anti-Apartheid strategies against the South African government and companies doing business in South Africa; see N. Crawford and A. Klots (eds), How Sanctions Work: Lessons from South Africa (1999).
100 M. Barlow and T. Clarke, Global Showdown: How the New Activists are Fighting Global Corporate Rule (2001), chapter 10.
include the World Social Forum at Pôrto Alegre\textsuperscript{101} and in transnational alliances such as the Third World Network and the ‘Our World is Not for Sale’ coalition.\textsuperscript{102}

In several key respects, however, the policy objectives of these two groups are not congruent. Efforts to protect social standards in foreign jurisdictions via international standards are suspect as motivated not by a genuine concern for the impact of low regulatory standards on the human rights of foreign workers, but rather the desire to protect the economic interests of domestic constituencies.\textsuperscript{103} Withholding market access is feared to harm social development in developing countries more than it will help.\textsuperscript{104} Almost any job is better than no job, it is claimed, and some economic development is better than none at all.

There is much to this concern, although it overstates the unanimity of antagonism inside developing countries towards international pressure to improve social standards, particularly in undemocratic regimes.\textsuperscript{105} In addition, such concerns can exaggerate the economic production that would be lost with higher labour or human rights standards.\textsuperscript{106} More significantly, Northern progressives often are legitimately concerned about the negative effects of liberalized trade on vulnerable groups and on regulatory standards in the North.

As Rodrik notes, supporters of the trading order have been able to cast the claims of Northern progressives and developing countries as being in conflict. In response to demands from developing countries for better trade access to Northern markets, the reply is that the unilateral trade remedy laws, sectoral exceptions (in particular, for agriculture), and permitted subsidies that favour the North are necessary political compromises required to make politically feasible even the imperfect access that developing country exporters currently have in Northern markets.\textsuperscript{107} In response to calls from progressive groups for regulation of social standards inside the WTO, the counter from the trade orthodoxy is that this stance is protectionist and particularly harmful to developing countries for whom trade is the main mechanism for promoting development and escaping dependence.\textsuperscript{108}

\textsuperscript{101} See www.forumsocialmundial.org.br (last accessed 20 February 2003).
\textsuperscript{102} See www.tmnside.org.sg (last accessed 20 February 2003); www.ourworldisnotforsale.org (last accessed 20 February 2003).
\textsuperscript{103} In this respect, it remains potentially problematic that the bulk of international NGOs are based in or have strong connections to the North; see e.g. Sikkink and Smith, ‘Infrastructures for Change: Transnational Organizations, 1953–93’, in S. Khagram, J. Riker and K. Sikkink (eds), Restructuring World Politics: Transnational Social Movements, Networks, and Norms (2002).
\textsuperscript{104} See e.g. Bhagwati, supra note 74; Krugman, supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{105} Keck and Sikkink, supra note 16, at 124–125.
\textsuperscript{108} President George W. Bush, G-8 Summit, Genoa, 22 July 2001; ‘People are allowed to protest, but for those who claim they’re speaking on behalf of the poor, for those who claim that shutting down trade will benefit the poor, they’re dead wrong.’, The Globe and Mail, 22 July 2001, B1; Krugman, supra note 4; ‘Anti-Capitalist Protest: Angry and Effective’, The Economist, 23 September 2000, 85 at 87.
The sense that the current international trade regime achieves a practical ‘balance’ between the concerns of North and South insulates trade regime bureaucrats and other insiders from engaging with the valid criticisms concerned with non-trade objectives and development in developing countries. The tension between progressive agendas in the South and North is also a challenge for the social movements associated with anti-globalization protests, especially as these movements attempt to generate a positive vision of an alternative path for the international trade regime.

B The Problem of Protectionist Motives in Recent Efforts to Integrate Social Rights Concerns in the Trade Regime

In the context of deeper economic integration in the European Union, social rights concerns have been more fully addressed, including through harmonization of social policies and accession to the European Convention on Human Rights. However, the achievement of greater social coordination in the EU may depend on particular conditions such as the fewer number of member states, the narrower range of development and domestic policy variation among its members, and the assistance provided to less developed members to soften the social impact of economic integration. Other regional trade areas, such as the NAFTA, have only limited provisions to address social policy concerns. In the discussions concerning a Free Trade Area of the Americas at Quebec in 2001, for example, the discussion of human rights was confined to a ‘democracy’ clause that would permit states to limit access to any preferential trade arrangement if another state failed to meet certain democratic standards.

In the WTO context, efforts to include linkages between the trade regime and social rights have been unsuccessful. In the Uruguay Round and its immediate aftermath, the major focus of progressives in the North was the inclusion of a social clause that would allow for sanctions of violations of certain social rights, especially labour rights. The social clause was strongly opposed by many developing countries, and this resistance was reflected in the WTO’s 1996 Singapore Ministerial Declaration. The Declaration asserts that economic development fostered by increased trade liberalization will promote high labour standards, and that labour standards should not be used for protectionist purposes and must ‘in no way put into question’ the

110 Garcia, supra note 10, at 61.
114 WT/MIN(96)/DEC/W, 13 December 1996, para. 4.
comparative advantage of countries. The Declaration left it to other institutions, particularly the ILO, to promote and develop social concerns. This result clearly reflected the tension between the negotiating positions of Northern progressives and developing countries, a tension that also significantly contributed to the failures at Seattle.

Other institutions have proceeded with more limited objectives concerning the social dimensions of economic globalization. For example, the ILO has articulated an international agenda of core labour rights. However, the ILO agenda is focused on relatively few rights, has weak enforcement, and echoes the Singapore Declaration with respect to non-interference with comparative advantage in trade. Similar concerns characterize initiatives such as the UN Global Compact.

C The Insights of International Social Rights Law

International economic and social rights law, most specifically associated with the UDHR and the ICESCR, offers insights for thinking through the problem of trade/non-trade overlap and the problem of protectionist motives. These insights flow from the multilateral nature of international human rights law and from the distinctive conceptual understandings developed in that law. The ICESCR and other international human rights conventions do not offer the perfect solution for the trade regime. Rather, these international conventions offer a starting point for realistic and normatively defensible ways to address the impact of trade law on social concerns.

1 Multilateral Regime

Most obviously, the multilateral nature of the international human rights regime partially protects against protectionist motives. The standards, definitions, associated reports and general comments associated with the multilateral human rights conventions help to control against unilateral claims of human rights violations by powerful state and non-state actors. A multilateral institution may also better protect less-powerful states than would bilateral relations.

Given the importance of sovereign consent to the legitimacy of international law, the status of the ICESCR and ICCPR as international treaties offers an interpretive basis to legal actors that is lacking in simple policy arguments about social concerns. Treaties such as the ICESCR may be relevant to trade disputes even where some WTO parties are not parties. For example, while the United States is not a party to the

116 Ibid.
118 See e.g. ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, supra note 7, para. 5, which stresses that ‘labour standards should not be used for protectionist trade purposes’ and that ‘the comparative advantage of any country’ should not be challenged by the Declaration.
119 Although this article focuses on the ICESCR, the interdependence of international human rights is emphasized by the Vienna Declaration, supra note 25, para. 5.
121 Especially in the context of South-North relations, see e.g. Kingsbury, ‘Sovereignty and Inequality’, 9 EJIL (1998) 599.
ICESCR. 122 A WTO panel could still consider whether sanctions that the United States imposes are justified because the targeted country’s regulations fail to meet its ICESCR obligations.

In substance as well, treaties such as the ICESCR specifically conceive of economic and social rights obligations as having a multilateral character. Under Article 2, each state party ‘undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources’ towards the progressive realization of the rights in the Covenant.123 This provision clearly recognizes the importance of the international context for the achievement of economic and social rights, for example through the provision of foreign assistance. More generally, it problematizes the use of trade sanctions as a tool for achieving economic and social rights, in that such sanctions may themselves limit the resources available to any state to achieve international standards. It also highlights that not only states are responsible for economic and social rights, but also international institutions.124 Institutions such as the WTO should be sensitive to the end objective of promoting the economic and social rights of the populations of all of its member states and such institutions should focus on the effect of their rules and rulings on the achievement of these rights.125

2 Contextual Analysis

Partly because of its multilateral genesis, international social rights law also offers a sophisticated understanding about the economic contexts for the promotion of human rights.126 For example, Article 2 of the ICESCR provides for progressive realization of rights, indicating an awareness of how protective standards may need to be related to limited resources.127 In the trade context, this would suggest that unilateral sanctions, for example, are problematic where they sanction domestic violations of social rights without sensitivity to resources available to the sanctioned state.

The ICESCR is also contextual in that it recognizes that there are a variety of means and policies for achieving social rights. The covenant does not dictate, for example, a particular vision of the role of government in social service provision. This is important given that a single definition of the proper means to achievement of social policy would be inconsistent with a pragmatic understanding of the multilateral trading regime as an ‘interface’ among societies with different forms of domestic

122 US antagonism towards multilateralism has created problems for its espousal of human rights abroad; see Smith, supra note 112.
123 ICESCR, Article 2(1).
124 ICESCR, Article 23 provides that achievement of economic and social rights includes methods such as the conclusion of conventions.
126 In this respect, international social rights law complicates claims that human rights and trade discourses present a fundamental difference between deontological and utilitarian normative traditions; see Garcia, supra note 10, at 63–76.
127 Article 2(1) provides that a state party to the Covenant is obligated to take steps to achieve the rights in the ICESCR ‘to the maximum of its available resources’.
political and economic organization. Such a contextual approach to social policy would problematize rigid application of a 'normal' role for government participation and expenditure, for example, in alleged claims of subsidization by trading partners.

It is important, however, to note that the contextual approach does not permit the endless deferral of economic and social rights obligations by developing countries. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has emphasized that ICESCR obligations are immediate and binding. Provisos such as 'taking steps', 'to the maximum of its available resources', or 'by all appropriate means' are not an excuse for inaction.

### 3 Market Policies as Potential Violations of Social Rights

The international economic and social rights regime focuses not only on the consequences for human rights of governmental policies, but also on the gaps in, or lack of, government policies. This focus on consequences for individual rights means, for example, that domestic policies that promote market reforms might have the effect of violating social and economic rights. While a state is free to choose policies that are oriented towards market reforms and that may lessen the role of government, the mix of policies should not have the effect of threatening the achievement of social rights. Under this framework, acquiescence or failure to address harm to the social or economic rights of individuals may be as significant a problem as active governmental threats to rights. International social and economic rights law also clearly recognizes the problems with the distinction between positive and negative rights. State responsibility for human rights violations extends to policies that fail to adequately protect the social rights of individuals from non-state actors. Government laws and policies are understood to construct the terrain of the market and of market actors. Social rights concepts also comprehend the role of state actors in
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132 Donnelly, supra note 69, at 151–154. State parties to the ICESCR undertake realization of the rights ‘by all appropriate means’; Article 2(1).

133 This may require legislative action by state parties; see General Comment 3, supra note 63, para. 3.


regulating private actor conduct that hampers the realization of human rights. For example, privatization of services may constitute a threat to social rights.  

4 The Social Rights Expertise of Other International Institutions

In addressing contextualization and international obligations, the institutional expertise and experience of the international human rights regimes can be helpful in the trade context. While the General Comments and state reports of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and of the Human Rights Committee may not be binding on the WTO, these reports can provide careful studies of the current state of economic and social rights in different jurisdictions. Because of their multilateral character, these reports and recommendations may provide a basis for reconciling some disagreements in the trading order between North and South about acceptable levels of social standards. Similarly, the work of specialized international organizations, such as the ILO or the World Health Organization, may provide the kind of multilateral, specialized and contextualized analysis of social regulation that would assist actors in the trade regime to reconcile different claims about ‘unfairly low’ social standards. More generally, a dialogue with other international institutions engaged in social policy may help to reframe and refine efforts within the WTO to address criticism from both the North and the South about its rules and rulings.  

5 Countering in Treaty Interpretation

Even without reforms to the WTO treaties, such as the inclusion of a social clause, international economic and social rights can be an effective tool, and may be appropriately deployed, in a ‘countering’ strategy. Countering in this context would involve the use of international social rights as part of a corrective or countervailing strategy in the interpretation and application of existing international trade agreements. The objective is not the direct enforcement of international human rights through the international trade regime. Rather, social rights would be deployed to counter or complicate excessive claims made for liberalized trade under the existing WTO agreements. This section also explores how a consideration of international social rights could restore some balance to the spread of rights discourse in trade law.

A International Human Rights Law and the Interpretation of International Trade Treaties

The countering use of social rights would see trade tribunals consider international human rights law such as the UDHR and the ICESCR in the course of WTO treaty interpretation and application. Several commentators have argued that general international law should be referred to in interpreting the provisions of trade
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treaties.\textsuperscript{140} The WTO Appellate Body has made some cautious use of international law in the interpretation of the trade treaties.\textsuperscript{141} Such a practice might seem like illegitimate ‘legislation’ by tribunals to include what was blocked at the level of treaty negotiation. From another view, however, tribunals should turn to the context of general international law in order to address the inevitable complexity of treaty interpretation and application, and by doing so avoid problematic one-sided decisions that would be contrary to the general values of international society as expressed in international law.

Trade treaties, like other legal texts, are frequently open-textured and full of gaps and ambiguities. An entity charged with interpreting such texts, most obviously in the application of the treaty to actual disputes, must find a way to deal with these gaps and ambiguities.\textsuperscript{142} One technique, it is argued, should be attention to other rules of international law. The treaty foundation for this is Article 3:2 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding, which directs panels to consider the ‘customary rules of interpretation of public international law’.\textsuperscript{143} The Appellate Body has turned to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, in particular Articles 31 and 32, to clarify the contents of these customary rules.\textsuperscript{144} Advocates of the use of broader principles of international law further focus on Article 31(3)(c), which provides that ‘relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between parties’ shall be taken into account together with context.\textsuperscript{145}

The Vienna Convention is the only international treaty that has been discussed by WTO panels as though it were directly applicable to WTO dispute settlement. To some scholars, this focus on the Vienna Convention suggests a limited role for ‘substantive’ international law at the WTO.\textsuperscript{146} However, WTO panels have tentatively referred to other international law treaties in the course of their decisions, such as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora


\textsuperscript{141} E.g. \textit{Japan — Alcoholic Beverages}, \textit{supra} note 42. For the view that Appellate Body members may be concerned with broader legitimacy rather than simply trade promotion, see Behboodi, ‘Legal Reasoning and International Law of Trade: The First Steps of the Appellate Body under the WTO’, in P. Mengozzi (ed.), \textit{International Trade Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multilateral Trade System} (1999) 303.


\textsuperscript{143} Dispute Settlement Understanding, Article 3:2.

\textsuperscript{144} E.g. \textit{Japan — Alcoholic Beverages}, \textit{supra} note 42, at 10.

\textsuperscript{145} Article 31(1)(c). In this connection, the Panel in Korea — \textit{Measures Affecting Government Procurement}, WTO/DS163/R, Report of the Panel, 19 June 2000, at para. 7.96, observed that the relationship of the WTO agreements to customary international law is broader than just the rules of interpretation, and that ‘customary international law applies generally to the economic relations between WTO members’. See Pauwelyn, \textit{supra} note 140, at 543.

\textsuperscript{146} See e.g. Trachtman, \textit{supra} note 142.
(CITES)\textsuperscript{147} and the Convention Concerning Safety in the Use of Asbestos.\textsuperscript{148} Although not discussed as if directly binding, these references suggest that a broader consideration of international law is possible. Greater sensitivity to the relationship of the trade regime to other areas of international law is perhaps indicated by recent appointments to the seven-member Appellate Body, which have included several generalists with broad international law training and experience, including a leading expert in public international law, Georges Abi-Saab.\textsuperscript{149}

There are several additional reasons for an interpretive turn to international law related to economic and social rights. First, Article XXIX:1 of the GATT provides that contracting parties are to observe the general principles of various provisions of the Havana Charter.\textsuperscript{150} In particular, Article 7(1) provides that states are to recognize that in measures related to employment, states must ‘take fully into account the rights of workers under inter-governmental declarations, conventions and agreements’.\textsuperscript{151} Further evidence of an intention for decision-making panels under the GATT to consider issues of social rights may be found in the provisions of Article XXIII:2, which provide that when the GATT investigates and makes recommendations with respect to claims of nullification and impairment, they may consult with the Economic and Social Council of the UN and with appropriate intergovernmental organizations.\textsuperscript{152}

Some writers have observed that this provision would also facilitate consultation of the WTO with relevant international organizations, such as the ILO or WHO.\textsuperscript{153}

Whether and how the Dispute Settlement Body should consider international law is contested.\textsuperscript{154} This article does not focus on whether a panel is legally bound to consider international human rights law. Rather, I try to show why consideration of international social and economic rights norms in WTO interpretation and application can enrich a vision of the international trade regime that is narrowly focused on policy goals of trade facilitation. In addition, where treaties such as the TRIPS Agreement or Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA already institute ‘a human rights treaty
for a special interest group, a consideration of the impact of such claims on the rights of other actors seems appropriate.\textsuperscript{155} While some commentators may wish that all such rights discourse was removed from international trade regulation, the second-best alternative surely is for panels to be sophisticated in considering the context for the interpretation and application of rights discourse.

\textbf{B International Social Rights and the Contingent Protectionism of Unilateral Trade Sanctions}

\textit{1 Sanctions and GATT Interpretation}

The most commonly discussed use of international economic and social rights as a potential interpretive tool would authorize what was anticipated in the social clause with respect to the trade treatment of unilateral trade sanctions.\textsuperscript{156} Trade panels would not directly monitor social regulation or protection in any country, but trade treaties would permit individual members to restrict imports from trading states that were considered to be in violation of certain social standards. In this sense, it is argued that where trading partners abuse human rights, states should be permitted to engage in contingent protectionism,\textsuperscript{157} as they are currently permitted to do (with some substantive and procedural limitations) with respect to problematic practices of trade partners such as dumping or subsidization.

Several WTO-GATT treaty provisions could, when informed by a consideration of international social and economic rights, be used by panels to authorize sanctions as a form of permitted protectionism. First, weak social standards could be characterized as dumping or subsidization, which would permit retaliation through anti-dumping or countervailing duties. The WTO-GATT framework for anti-dumping permits retaliation by individual members against goods imported at prices below fair value that are causing material injury to domestic producers. Social dumping analysis would extend the definition of dumping to goods that are internationally competitive only because produced, for example, through labour practices that violate international human rights. Similarly, weak social legislation that permits violations of human rights could constitute a subsidy as a form of 'financial contribution' made by a foreign government to its producers, and so be subject to countervailing duties where the practice materially injures domestic producers.\textsuperscript{158} Both these ‘social dumping’ claims argue for use of trade remedy laws to address problems of regulatory competition and ‘unfair trade’. International treaties, such as the ILO conventions or the ICESCR, could be used to articulate when social regulation is so weak as to be considered to be dumping or subsidization.

\textsuperscript{155} Alvarez, supra note 49.
A second potential use of international economic and social rights law within the GATT could be in the articulation of the non-discrimination standards of Articles I and III. With respect to the Most Favoured Nation and National Treatment provisions, panels face the often difficult issue whether imported and domestic goods are ‘like products’, for which WTO members must provide non-discriminatory treatment. It is argued that goods should not be considered like products where either the products themselves or, more controversially, the processes by which the products are produced violate standards articulated in international treaties, for example the protection of endangered species under the CITES. For example, goods produced through unfair labour practices in violation of international human rights standards — such as the exploitation of child labour in violation of Article X:3 of the ICESCR — should not be treated as like products to goods not so produced, and thereby not entitled to the non-discrimination treatment of Articles I and III.

A third, and most discussed, potential use of international economic and social rights law would be in the application of GATT Article XX exceptions to permit unilateral measures that would otherwise violate the GATT. A number of the Article XX exceptions, notably Article XX(e) with respect to products of prison labour, overlap with concerns of international human rights law. International social rights might help articulate the purposes listed in exceptions such as Article XX(a) ‘public morals’ or Article XX(b) ‘human, animal or plant life or health’. In addition, protection of international social rights might ease the proportionality assessment of any specific measure under the limiting words of each paragraph of Article XX or under the opening words (the chapeau) of Article XX. The existence of an international social rights treaty relevant to the particular measure might also signal that a state had adequately considered international cooperation, a significant concern in a number of panel determinations of Article XX proportionality.

Although early cases on Article XX exceptions were not encouraging in the use of international law in this way, more recent cases offer more hope. The Shrimp-Turtle decision of the Appellate Body, for example, referred to international treaties on a number of issues, although it concluded that the manner in which the US
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measures were administered constituted unjustifiable and arbitrary discrimination under the chapeau of Article XX for reasons including that there were better multilateral alternatives and that the details of the programme were more trade restrictive and discriminatory than necessary for an effective programme. In a subsequent implementation ruling under Article 21.5 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding, the panel accepted that changes to the US programme, including good faith efforts to negotiate an accommodation with the complainants, were adequate to bring the programme in line with WTO requirements. That broader considerations of international law and efforts at international cooperation might become increasingly relevant to evaluation of Article XX is further suggested by the Appellate Body decision in EC — Asbestos, in which French import bans on asbestos were successfully justified before the Appellate Body as necessary to the protection of human life and health under Article XX(b). To some observers, this first successful use of XX(b) to justify a trade restriction directed towards human health is an indication that the WTO is inching towards better accommodation of non-trade objectives under Article XX. In furthering that advance, the existence of multilateral treaties, including international human rights treaties supporting those objectives, may be useful.

2 The Problems of Sanctions from a Social Rights Perspective

Although international economic and social rights concerns could justify sanctions in some contexts, viewing sanctions from a perspective informed by human rights also highlights a number of policy problems with their use.

The use of international economic and social rights law in the oversight of unilateral sanctions by WTO dispute panels could help to ensure that the definition and interpretation of the rights to be protected, as well as the permitted trade sanction, would be based on international rather than domestic standards. Similarly, the interpretations developed by the international institutions responsible for the articulation of international human rights — such as the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in the economic and social rights context or the ILO in the labour context — would help to refine what was permitted at the multilateral level. In this way, reference to international standards may provide the discipline necessary to control problems of protectionist motives and the notoriously malleable determinations of what is ‘pricing below fair value’ so as to constitute dumping or what sorts of ‘financial contribution of government’ constitute a subsidy.

168 Ibid., paras 158–186.
173 Tarullo, supra note 78.
Even with the use of international social rights law, there remain formidable problems with the use of unilateral trade sanctions. Sanctions pose a significant risk of overbreadth, sweeping in production that has not been advantaged by the lack of adequate social standards or basic protection of human rights. WTO oversight of sanctions imposes on states facing protectionist measures the obligation to challenge such measures at the WTO, which involves time, cost and substantial uncertainty. In addition, permitting unilateral sanctions means that the powerful economies to which access is required for any trading country would be the ones making the initial decisions about what to permit or not to permit. These logistical concerns are more serious given that the jurisprudence on the interpretation and application of the ICESCR is still developing.174

Most significantly, the use of unilateral sanctions, even with oversight by the WTO, may cause as much harm to economic and social rights in the sanctioned country as the state measure that is the putative target for the sanctions. First, the targets of sanctions tend to be those countries most in need of trade access and development assistance. The economic and social rights literature emphasizes the sensitivity required with respect to available resources, resources that would be reduced by denial of trade access. Sanctions often have a direct negative impact on such basic social rights as the right to food, health, education and work.175 Moreover, in provisions such as Article 2(1), parties to the ICESCR have agreed to take steps, including through international assistance and cooperation, to progressively achieve the full realization of the rights in the Convention.

Sanctions may be valuable to progressive change because of their longer-term impact in either coercing or providing incentives for social change,176 or in constituting and structuring domestic and transnational oppositional networks.177 It still appears, however, that successful sanctions regimes have required both support from impacted local groups within a society, and broader international action that includes multilateral, bilateral and non-governmental support.178

Strategies more consistent with international human rights law may instead involve less punitive assistance including ‘deals’, as will be discussed below, in which the social rights protected and the mechanisms for their protection are refined and, perhaps, narrowed, to address developing countries’ concerns.179
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174 This is not to argue that there is not an increasingly helpful and determinate set of interpretations from the Committee, through its country reports, annual reports and General Comments. Rather, the concern is that the current state of interpretation of the ICESCR might be abused in the context of unilateral sanctions.
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C 'Defensive' Countering through Social Rights: Framing the Concern for Social Protection of High Domestic Regulatory Standards in New Areas of Trade Regulation

A second countering use for international social rights law in the interpretation of existing trade laws focuses not on justifying unilateral sanctions, but rather on a more ‘defensive’ use of international social rights law in analysis of claims in new areas of trade law such as investment and intellectual property. This use of international human rights law is not well articulated in the trade literature or by trade panels, but may become increasingly important as the trade regime expands its scope in new areas. The countering use of international social rights is also less controversial from a South-North perspective than the authorization of unilateral sanctions discussed in the previous section. In essence, this strategy of countering deploys international social rights as a ‘shield’ rather than as a ‘sword’.

From a social and economic rights perspective, the expansion of international trade regulation into subjects such as intellectual property (under the TRIPS Agreement), services (under the GATS), and investment (under the Uruguay Round Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures, but also under bilateral investment treaties and regional treaties such as Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA) raise significant problems related to how national social regulations can be reconciled with providing market access for foreign producers. These trade provisions tend to impact on a number of sectors related to social and economic rights, such as health, education, law, communications, and finance. Relevantly, these are sectors of substantial governmental regulation and where states are often themselves significant economic actors and service providers.

Rights discourse is important in these new areas of trade regulation. This is most obvious in the TRIPS Agreement, which is filled with detailed provisions concerning intellectual property ‘rights’. The protection of intellectual property in international trade rests on more controversial policy foundations than does the protection of free trade in goods. The justification for protecting intellectual property depends on a difficult balance between providing adequate incentives for intellectual property (IP) producers and ensuring access to the benefits of the IP for users, as well as encouraging further innovation and competition. Further policy justifications for IP often analogize to property ownership in order to make claims that violation of IP rights are equivalent to piracy or stealing. However, such claims are contestable for distributional reasons and because of the failure to acknowledge that innovations draw heavily on social knowledge and resources. The contested policy balance between incentives and anti-competitive monopolies and the indeterminate line between fair use and stealing is still more difficult in a cross-cultural and international environment.

In this context, rights discourse plays an important role. As with all the WTO agreements, the TRIPS Agreement is an agreement among states, and only states can

180 Trebilcock and Howse, supra note 35, chapter 12.
make complaints for violations of the TRIPS Agreement. But member states agree to implement certain, often specific, kinds of domestic substantive and procedural protections for private party holders that are more extensive than under existing international intellectual property agreements. This amounts to the creation of specific and justiciable rights for individual rights holders. For example, member states are required to provide some form of injunctive relief and damages and to provide a customs process with respect to counterfeited or pirated goods.

The impact of protection of IP rights on international economic and social rights concerns has been identified in a number of areas. For example, protection of IP rights affects such human rights concerns as the right to food, the right to share in cultural and scientific advancement, and the rights of indigenous and other communities to self-determination and to benefit from traditional and communal knowledge. Most prominently, application of provisions like the 20-year patent protection to essential medicines has been argued to threaten the ability of developing states to respond effectively to public health emergencies, such as HIV/AIDS, and thereby the right to health of impacted populations.

The relevance of international economic and social rights to trade adjudication was highlighted when, in 1997, the South African government became concerned with the cost and availability of various medicines, in particular HIV/AIDS drugs, and amended patent legislation that had been passed at least partly to implement TRIPS obligations. The amendments included provisions to permit parallel importation of medicines from third countries, generic substitutions without consent and compulsory licensing. In addition to threats of a WTO complaint, the South African government faced bilateral pressure from the United States, including threats of unilateral trade action under Section 301 of the US Trade Act. Pharmaceutical companies also filed suit in South African courts arguing that the legislation was invalid for a number of reasons, including violations of the South African Constitution
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183 Most controversially, the 20-year term for patent protection; TRIPS Agreement, Article 33.
184 TRIPS Agreement, Part III.
and violation of international law, in particular the TRIPS Agreement and illegal expropriation under public international law of investment.  

This case demonstrates well how the TRIPS Agreement raises contested issues of treaty interpretation that might be well informed by international human rights law. For example, with respect to IP rights and essential medicines, interpretive ambiguity surrounds the possibility of unauthorized use in situations of ‘national emergency’ or of ‘extreme urgency’. In interpreting such treaty provisions, a WTO panel might usefully refer to international social and economic rights law.

First, to counter the ‘rights’ claims of intellectual property rights holders and the countries that are championing their protection, international human rights treaties could be considered. States have an obligation under such conventions to protect the right to health as well as the right to security of the person. In other words, health rights holders have as significant a set of rights claims under international law as intellectual property rights holders. Moreover, international treaty provisions that both protect the right to benefit from one’s own scientific, literary and artistic production must be balanced against the right of everyone to share in scientific advancement and its benefits. Identifying competing social rights of identifiable rights holders should help to focus the attention of decision-makers on the serious distributive issues at stake. The introduction of a broader set of social rights would recast the issue as not simply one in which the rights of IP owners should trump the utilitarian considerations of governments. It would clarify the fact that governments are required to balance among different rights and rights holders, and that trade panels should be aware of these balancing requirements in dispute settlement under the TRIPS Agreement.

Second, in interpreting claims to property rights, an international trade panel should be sensitive to limited social resources that informs the international obligations on social and economic rights. For example, in considering whether a government has done what is necessary to get voluntary agreement before compulsory licensing or provide ‘adequate remuneration’ under Article 31 of the
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191 In the matter between Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association of South Africa and the President of the Republic of South Africa and others, Case No. 4183/98; Notice of Claim, 18 February 1998 (High Court of South Africa, Transvaal Provincial Division); see Block, ‘Big Firms Defend Right to Patents on AIDS Drugs in South Africa’, Wall Street Journal, 6 March 2001, A3.

192 TRIPS Agreement, Article 31(b). For a helpful discussion of further interpretive issues, such as the interpretation of the ‘ordre public or morality’ exception in Article 27(2), see Sub-Commission, supra note 188, at paras 16–19 and Howse, ‘The Canadian Generic Medicines Panel — A Dangerous Precedent in a Dangerous Time’, 3 J. World Intellectual Property (2000) 493.

193 Arguments based on international social rights law including the ICESCR were submitted in the South African case by, for example, the amicus curiae Treatment Action Campaign; see Heads of Argument on Behalf of Treatment Action Campaign, 17 April 2001, at paras 3.33–3.49.

194 E.g. ICESCR Article 12; General Comment 14, supra note 115; UNDP, supra note 65, at 84.

195 UDHR Articles 27(1) and 27(2); ICESCR Articles 15(1)(b) and 15(1)(c). See UNDP, supra note 65, at 84; Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, supra note 187, para. 17.

196 General Comment 3, supra note 63.

197 TRIPS Agreement, Article 31.

198 TRIPS Agreement, Article 31(h).
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TRIPS Agreement, a panel should consider the limited public resources of some states. The South African case was withdrawn in the face of resistance of developing country governments and non-governmental actors, and I will return to this example below. But the withdrawal of the South African case removed the chance to test the use of international social rights to counter trade claims. International social rights could plausibly have played a significant countering role in any decision. Social rights are expressly justiciable under the South African Constitution, and recognition of the social rights to life and health of those in need of medicines could have effectively countered the claims for property rights by the drug companies. Similarly, in considering the TRIPS Agreement, any WTO panel hearing such a claim would consider the countering role that international social rights law provides to explain why such government measures could be justified as consistent with the GATT and the other WTO agreements. Such a linkage of TRIPS concerns to international social rights may also prove useful in future disputes related to such matters as the rights of developing countries to traditional knowledge, concerns about biodiversity, and restrictions on the patenting of life forms and biological processes.

D Countering Investment Claims with Social Rights Arguments

The investment context provides a further example of how new kinds of trade commitments might threaten the protection of social rights. The provisions of the Uruguay Round TRIMS Agreement are relatively weak, but various bilateral investment treaties, regional treaties such as Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA, and the failed Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI), contain provisions that might be problematic. In such contexts, international social rights can play a countering role in treaty interpretation, as well as demonstrating concerns for extending such investment protections beyond the NAFTA.

Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA goes well beyond the WTO provisions in the TRIMS with respect to both substantive protection and complaints procedure. The key procedural feature of Chapter Eleven is that it provides private party access to dispute resolution for investment dispute claims against NAFTA national governments.

200 For example, such constraints should have been relevant to whether the Thai government could realistically be expected to find a less trade-restrictive means of reducing smoking in Thailand — *Cigarettes*, supra note 16; see e.g. Howse, ‘Adjudicative Legitimacy and Treaty Interpretation in International Trade Law: The Early Years of WTO Jurisprudence’, in Weiler, supra note 79, 35 at 63.


205 Chapter Eleven, Part B.
Private investors can make various claims under the Chapter to arbitration tribunals set up either under the ICSID Convention or its Additional Facility Rules, or under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. In this way, the rights discourse shared with the TRIPS Agreement is transformed into something more: a procedure to permit private parties to themselves make rights claims and receive remedies.

Three substantive provisions of Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA cause particular concern for social activists, who consider the Chapter a kind of ‘human rights treaty’ for a special interest group, business investors. First, the National Treatment provisions require NAFTA governments to accord investors and investments from other NAFTA parties ‘treatment no less favourable’ than treatment of domestic investors and investments, with respect to ‘establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct, operation and sale or other disposition of investments’. Although this provision may be onerous, particularly if de facto discrimination is broadly covered, the non-discrimination principle is less controversial than two further ‘positive’ standards under the Chapter. Article 1105 provides that NAFTA states shall accord to the investments of investors of NAFTA parties ‘treatment in accordance with international law, including fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security’. Article 1110 provides for compensation for direct or indirect expropriations of investments of NAFTA foreign investors or for measures ‘tantamount to nationalization or expropriation’.

The provisions of Chapter Eleven have led to a number of complaints concerning governmental measures, some of which impinge on areas of social rights. One case involved a successful claim for compensation after a Mexican municipality refused zoning for a site intended by a US investor for a hazardous waste facility. Another US investor successfully sought compensation from the Canadian government for Canadian prohibitions on PCB exports that were claimed to negatively prejudice the investor’s PCB waste-processing business. There is evidence that debate in Canada on some matters of social policy now operates in the shadow of Chapter Eleven. For example, the threat of Chapter Eleven complaints supported lobbying efforts against Canadian proposals for plain-package regulations for cigarettes. In the debate over privatization of health care in certain Canadian provinces, there has been concern about the potential limits that trade
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206 Article 1120.
207 Alvarez, supra note 49, at 308.
208 Article 1102. Investments are very broadly defined in Article 1139.
209 Article 1105(1).
210 Article 1110 also provides that compensation is to be based on fair market value, paid without delay and fully realizable, and freely transferable.
213 See Schneiderman, supra note 204, at 523–535.
agreements may impose on any efforts to return privatized sectors to the public sector, as foreign private investors in these services might seek compensation for lost profits under Chapter Eleven.\footnote{Janigan, ‘Stretching the Medicare Envelope’, \textit{Maclean’s}, 3 April 2000, 46; Caulfield, Flood and von Tigerstrom, ‘Bill 11: Health Care Protection Act’, \textit{9 Health Law Review} (2000) 22.}

Concerns about the social implications of these private investor complaints have been central to many protests against globalization and the international economic institutions.\footnote{See e.g. Clarke and Barlow, \textit{supra note 72}.} The protests against the Multilateral Agreement on Investment focused on investment provisions that were similar to the NAFTA Chapter Eleven.\footnote{See \textit{ibid.}; Picciotto, ‘Linkages in International Investment Regulation: The Antinomies of the Draft Multilateral Agreement on Investment’, \textit{19 U. Pa. J Int’l L.} (1998) 731.} It has also led Canadian government officials to claim that Canada would resist the inclusion of similar provisions in future regional or WTO agreements.\footnote{See e.g., Scoffield, ‘Pettigrew Rejects NAFTA Dispute Model’, \textit{The Globe and Mail}, 6 April 2000, B5.} Even the NAFTA Commission, representing the three national governments, issued an Interpretation on 31 July 2001 indicating that (a) Chapter 11 rulings would be made public, and that (b) the substantive protections provided by Article 1105 did not go beyond what was already included in international law.\footnote{NAFTA Free Trade Commission, \textit{Interpretation of Certain Chapter 11 Provisions}, 31 July 2001.}

In structure, investment treaty claims are not substantially different from claims made under domestic constitutional or expropriation laws. Critics note the potential negative impact of such agreements on domestic social policies. For example, Chapter Eleven provisions, particularly in the context of the potential privatization of services provided by the welfare state, might require national governments to pay compensation if they sought to nationalize social service delivery. In addition, investment treaties may constrain efforts to regulate foreign private service providers. Both critics and investors have argued that Articles 1105 and 1110 may require compensation for ‘regulatory takings’ — losses in economic value of investments due to any changes in state regulations — even where those regulations are undertaken for a valid social purpose.\footnote{See e.g. Schneiderman, \textit{supra note 204}; B. Appleton, \textit{Navigating NAFTA: A Concise User’s Guide to the North American Free Trade Agreement} (1994), chapter 11.} While present in US constitutional law, such ‘regulatory taking’ claims are more limited under the domestic law of the other NAFTA parties. However, early arbitration decisions under Chapter Eleven have not ruled out claims based on regulatory changes, although neither have they accepted that all detrimental effects on investment or regulatory changes will create a successful claim under Article 1105 or 1110.\footnote{Pope & Talbot Inc. \textit{v.} Canada, Interim Award (26 June 2000) at paras 96–105.}

The language of ‘rights’ is important to private party claims for investment losses. Typically, an investor claims that governmental action of some kind violated the property, contract or due process rights of the investor. This is a familiar strategy from domestic constitutional and property law. Social rights can play a countering role against characterization of investment disputes as a contest solely between the legal
Article 1131 provides that
1. A Tribunal established under this Section shall decide the issues in accordance with this Agreement and applicable rules of international law.
2. An interpretation by the Commission of a provision of this Agreement shall be binding on a Tribunal established under this Section.

The statement issued 31 July 2001 by the Commission, supra note 218, was arguably an effort to provide an interpretation under Article 1131(2). Some experts question whether the interpretation is binding with respect to Article 1105, because it amounts to an amendment of the provisions, but was not done in accordance with the NAFTA treaty amendment procedure; see e.g. Second Opinion of Professor Sir Robert Jennings, Methanex Corporation v. United States of America, 6 September 2001.

International economic and social rights law may provide an especially effective countering strategy in the context of treaty claims under the NAFTA. Chapter Eleven provides specific direction to panels constituted under the Chapter to decide disputed issues in accordance with the NAFTA and ‘applicable rules of international law.’ In addition, the NAFTA directs that the interpretation and application of the treaty shall be in accordance with applicable rules of international law.

International human rights conventions would be relevant to the interpretation of many important provisions of the Chapter, such as in deciding what constitutes the minimum standards of treatment ‘required by international law’ under Article 1105. Obviously, international human rights related to non-discrimination, equal protection of the law, and remedies for violation of fundamental rights might be as relevant to the procedural protections under Article 1105 as are the standards developed in such ‘soft law’ contexts as the OECD. In addition, the interpretation of the standards that can be demanded of NAFTA governments under Article 1105 could consider whether these governments were acting to protect or advance the rights, such as the right to health, of individuals other than investors.

Similarly, international human rights conventions might factor in the consideration of whether a regulatory measure is expropriation or tantamount to expropri-
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221 Article 1131 provides that
1. A Tribunal established under this Section shall decide the issues in accordance with this Agreement and applicable rules of international law.
2. An interpretation by the Commission of a provision of this Agreement shall be binding on a Tribunal established under this Section.

The statement issued 31 July 2001 by the Commission, supra note 218, was arguably an effort to provide an interpretation under Article 1131(2). Some experts question whether the interpretation is binding with respect to Article 1105, because it amounts to an amendment of the provisions, but was not done in accordance with the NAFTA treaty amendment procedure; see e.g. Second Opinion of Professor Sir Robert Jennings, Methanex Corporation v. United States of America, 6 September 2001.

222 Article 102(2). This article has been interpreted by NAFTA panels to include the customary rules of treaty interpretation in the Vienna Convention; Tariffs Applied by Canada to Certain U.S.-Origin Agricultural Products, NAFTA Arbitral Panel (CDA-95-2008-01), 2 December 1996.

223 UDHR, Article 2.
224 UDHR, Article 7.
225 UDHR, Article 8.
227 ICCPR Article 12; ICESCR Article 25. The protection of local residents and the environment against risks of a waste processing facility was argued to be the concern of the Mexican government in the Metalclad case, supra note 211.
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The promotion of an internationally recognized social right would be useful to gauge whether the governmental measure serves a public purpose, which is also a requirement under Article 1110(1)(a). More significantly, in deciding whether a regulatory change constitutes an expropriation or a measure tantamount to expropriation, the international law is far from settled.\textsuperscript{229} Some commentators have suggested that panels would use US domestic jurisprudence on expropriation,\textsuperscript{230} although it is not clear why such jurisprudence is unusually protective of claimants, would be more relevant than that of Canada and Mexico, which take a more restricted approach to such claims.\textsuperscript{231}

A more plausible approach would be for panels to interpret the meaning of expropriation under Article 1110 or the contents of minimum standards of international law under Article 1105 according to relevant provisions of international treaties. In this context, a panel should have reference to the international human rights treaties that most members of the international community have signed. The protections contained in these treaties are not directly justiciable, but individual member states are obliged to protect them. In addition, an investment panel should not demand unduly high standards of compensation for regulatory or other legal reform directed towards the achievement of international human rights. Because the achievement of economic and social rights is subject to the use of available resources; thus, it makes sense that interpretations of the provisions of international economic agreements recognize that compensation findings against state governments may limit the ability of such states to promote social rights.

Finally, identification of international human rights law will assist panels to more fully identify the interests potentially impacted by an investment dispute. For example, non-parties might use international human rights law to frame submissions that they have particular interests in proceedings before an arbitration tribunal under Chapter Eleven, and that therefore they should be permitted to submit \textit{amicus} materials.\textsuperscript{232}

E The Limits of Countering and the Necessity of Countering

Countering based on social rights as so far discussed is a strategy aimed at the application of existing trade treaties in particular cases. However, the strategy also

\textsuperscript{228} Pope & Talbot, supra note 220.
\textsuperscript{230} See e.g. Schneiderman, supra note 204.
\textsuperscript{232} For example, two arbitration tribunals under Chapter 11 of the NAFTA have indicated that they might consider amicus submissions from non-parties, but that potential amici would have to demonstrate a real interest in the matter under dispute; see Methanex Corporation \textit{v. United States}, Decision on Petitions from Third Persons to Intervene as ‘Amici Curiae’ (15 January 2001); \textit{United Parcel Service of America Inc. v. Canada}, Decision of the Tribunal on Petitions for Intervention and Participation as Amici Curiae (17 October 2001).
suggests how international social rights can be used in broader debates about international trade.

The role that countering arguments could perform outside the legal regime is demonstrated well by the case of the protests against the proposed MAI. Activists opposed to the agreement raised concerns about its impact on social rights in order to express and generate opposition to the proposed agreement. The negative publicity associated with Chapter Eleven of the NAFTA and the many examples of threats to social regulations and the provision of social services were an effective political tool that showed how a countering strategy could operate outside of particular legal disputes. It also illustrates how non-governmental activists have developed strategies that engage in a structured policy opposition to pro-trade positions.

The broader countering function of social and economic rights claims is also evident in recent NGO activism concerning the TRIPS Agreement and its impact on access to essential medicines in African and other developing states. This resistance placed significant pressure on pharmaceutical companies and their home governments not to rigidly enforce IP protections under the TRIPS Agreement, and also led to an inter-governmental 'deal' at Doha, in the form of the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health.

The need to export countering strategies to other levels of the trade regime is also exemplified by the potential expansion of trade in services. Critics have identified the potential expansion of the GATS as a key threat to social policy concerns. If GATS applied to services such as health, education and finance, social rights concerns might be compromised; for example, a domestic law or regulation with non-trade related social policy purposes might in effect limit the ability of foreign producers to compete. Moreover, minimum standards with respect to the domestic regulations and their impact on trade are anticipated under the GATS. Currently under the GATS, most of these potential social rights concerns are addressed by the basic structure of the agreement as an ‘opt-in’ agreement, in which parties list services in
Schedules of Specific Commitments.\textsuperscript{238} Even with respect to included sectors, parties can specify in the Schedules limitations and conditions to market access and national treatment obligations.\textsuperscript{239} As some countries push to expand the list of included industries under the GATS, international social rights law may have its most important countering role not in the interpretation of existing provisions, but rather in the policy debate concerning potential expansion of the GATS.

The examples of intellectual property, investment and services signal how a countering function for international social rights can operate at multiple levels. The next two parts of this article seek to describe how those interested in promoting social rights have moved beyond countering in dispute settlement to strategies oriented towards protest outside of the trade regime and towards the political negotiation of the trade treaties themselves.

6 Branding

A key component of current trade politics is the mobilization of NGOs to engage with international trade actors including other NGOs (in particular multinational enterprises) and international organizations like the WTO. This trend towards ‘direct action’ rejects reliance on state governments as the intermediary for representing popular desires and preferences with respect to international trade regulation. This section examines some of the ideational aspects of these strategies, in particular ‘branding’ strategies that serve a countering function in promoting social rights concerns in trade politics.\textsuperscript{240}

A The Use of the Market in Social Activism

In addition to overlap in substantive concerns, human rights and trade are often connected at the level of strategy. Economic pressure including trade access has been used to bring about changes in problematic policies and practices of state and non-state actors. For example, governments have long used economic sanctions to pressure other governments and private actors concerning their social practices.\textsuperscript{241}

\textsuperscript{238} GATS, Articles XVI, XVII, XVIII; Trebilcock and Howse, supra note 35, 280–281.
\textsuperscript{239} For example, the general MFN treatment in Article II can be exempted by listing the exempted measure; Article II:2. National Treatment and Market Access commitments can be qualified in the Schedule of Specific Commitments; Article XVI:1 and Article XVII:1.
\textsuperscript{240} Keck and Sekkink, supra note 16, at 3.
\textsuperscript{241} E.g. An Act Regulating State Contracts with Companies Doing Business with or in Burma (Myanmar), 1996 Mass. Acts ch.130; see Fitzgerald, ‘Massachusetts, Burma, and the Word Trade Organization: A Commentary on Blacklisting, Federalism, and Internet Advocacy in the Global Trading Era’, 34 Cornell Int’l L.J. (2001) 1. Another fraught example is the US Helms-Burton legislation; Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act of 1996, 22 U.S.C. §§ 6021–91. Both the Massachusetts Burma law and the Helms-Burton legislation elicited substantial international criticism, and were potentially subject to WTO complaints. The Massachusetts law was withdrawn for domestic US constitutional reasons, and the Helms-Burton provisions have been waived in an uneasy political settlement between the United States and its principal trading partners.
Contemporary NGO groups increasingly realize that while the market can be an obstacle to progressive social change, it also offers some possibilities as a venue for resistance and activism. Such strategies include consumer boycotts, shareholder pressure, divestment measures, civil protest at corporate events and meetings, and disruptive counter-advertising. Such strategies were often directed against state actors, such as the apartheid regime of South Africa, but also have targeted non-state actors such as multinational enterprises.

Social activists are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their understanding of the operation of the market. For example, Naomi Klein has described several forms of protest associated with the economic value of ‘brands’ under the rubric of ‘No Logo’ activism. Protest possibilities are created in an era where significant market value for corporations such as Nike is related to their corporate name, brand or trademark. Corporate brands, which are heavily reliant on advertising, promotion and accumulated goodwill, have spread into all facets of everyday existence. However, businesses in the era of the brands are also vulnerable to strategies that create pressure through the manipulation of signs, symbols and reputations. For instance, the strategy of ‘culture jamming’ disrupts the power of brands of major businesses through performance art such as parody/satire, through variations or defacement of corporate advertising and media, and through counter-advertising. The use of communications technology, in particular web-based campaigns, has also become one of the most typical features of anti-branding campaigns, as well as a major vehicle for the dissemination of information and the generation of ‘cyberspace solidarity’ among NGO groups.

Although initially anti-branding strategies protested against the excesses of the branding process itself, activists have increasingly used pressure on brands to generate changes in corporate policies along other dimensions, such as in their labour policies. For example, the transnational production of corporations such as Nike is not as vulnerable to older forms of resistance and regulation at local sites of production because most of their economic value is related to intangibles such as their brands rather than their physical production. But at the same time, the economic value attached to intangibles means that corporations such as Nike or Pepsi are vulnerable to protest strategies that associate the brand in the minds of consumers and investors with objectionable business policies, including the foreign production practices of the branded business. Perhaps the most sustained examples have been the campaigns against Nike for low pay and bad working conditions in its production facilities abroad and amongst its subcontractors.

242 Crawford and Klotz, supra note 99.
244 The term is traced to M. Dery, Culture Jamming: Hacking, Slashing and Sniping in an Empire of Signs (1993). A prominent example of culture jamming strategy is the journal Adbusters.
245 See Baxi, supra note 50, at 160–161. On the global political significance of the growth of such communication, see M. Castells, The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture (2nd ed., 2000).
246 Klein, supra note 243, chapter 15 (‘the brand boomerang’).
247 Ibid., at 365–379.
This kind of pressure also has been used by non-governmental actors against multinational companies doing business in countries such as Sudan and Burma to protest against both the conduct of the companies themselves and their complicity in conduct by state governments that does not conform with basic human rights and standards. For example, worldwide consumer protests against Shell were undertaken because of the company’s alleged direct and indirect involvement in the displacement and mistreatment of peoples such as the Ogoni in relation to Nigerian oil extraction projects.248

Branding now includes a multiplicity of strategies to communicate concerns about corporate accountability. Litigation in domestic courts, for example, has also been used as a means for pressuring corporate actors in respect of their business practices.249 Even when progressive actors are put on the defensive, court cases can be used as a medium for generating bad public relations for corporate plaintiffs, as in the McLibel trial in the United Kingdom.250 Branding strategies have also been used by NGOs to pressure governments for legislation to regulate the conduct of domestic corporations who operate in problematic ways abroad.251

Recent proposals related to ‘ratcheting labour standards’ have also picked up on the use of branding strategies through the market influence of consumers to pressure for a virtuous spiral of compliance by multinational actors to ensure that their production and that of their subcontractors meet certain standards.252 The interest in the impact of branding strategies also seems to lie behind the hopes for voluntary codes of conduct of various kinds, such as the OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and the United Nations Global Compact.253

Most recently, branding has been used as a mode of influencing or resisting international institutions in the context of international trade politics.254 In the period since the Seattle protests, many forms of NGO protest have been deployed to contest the messages of the WTO and its ‘brand’ of liberal trade, including street theatre (most memorably protestors dressed as sea turtles), mass marches, mail-in campaigns, civil disobedience, and, controversially, resistance to police and actions aimed at damaging
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254 That this was a relatively late turn is evident in that Klein’s book, published shortly before the Seattle Ministerial, only briefly touches on the use of protest strategies against international institutions: see Klein, supra note 241, at 439–446.
private or public property. These are all now a central part of contemporary trade politics.

B Relating Inside and Outside Discourses Concerning Trade Problems

One way to understand branding strategies is that through various forms of media — including words, theatre, signs, symbols, costumes and events — they are intended to engage in the communication of ideas and influence key policy debates. In this respect, they partake of policy discourses that also operate inside international trade regimes. The recognition of shared policy discourses is one way to bridge scholarship on international trade law and the expanding literature concerning anti-globalization movements and trade politics. In order to respond to paralysis in trade negotiations and concerns about the legitimacy of the international trade regime, international trade law scholarship should take more seriously these significant political movements as policy actors. Here, as in other subjects, the gap between legal and other political discourses can be overstated in that broader political discourses about trade share many of the same challenges, failures and limits of legal discourses of trade. In some sense, participants in legal and extra-legal debates are engaged in a broader political dialogue, or at least a competition in which actors seeking to influence the trade regime must be concerned with the quality of their policy communication, including with respect to South-North issues.

NGO strategies are valuable to the protection and promotion of social rights. In many ways, these strategies are a useful complement and alternative to more legalistic claims concerning international social rights law. NGO branding strategies, for example, do not face the substantive barriers faced by social rights claims in courts concerning non-justiciability of such rights. Nor do they face concerns about lack of ‘horizontal’ enforcement of social rights against non-state actors. Branding strategies are generated by non-state actors who do not need state actors to either cooperate or champion their claims, as is required in most fora of international law. The protests also involve the public more directly than do legal strategies. Finally, branding
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255 On the challenge of violent protest to legitimacy of the anti-globalization movements, see e.g. Barlow and Clarke, supra note 100, at 220–221.
256 See Keck and Sikkink, supra note 16, at 3; Klotz, supra note 178, at 29–33.
257 It is difficult to describe and analyse positions of the diverse anti-globalization movements. I focus on No Logo as a representative text, both because it summarizes well the communicative aspects of ‘branding’ strategies and because the volume has become influential in its own right among many contemporary activists. Other leading activist texts focus more than No Logo does on international trade agreements and their effects. For example, see the website of Global Trade Watch, which is part of Ralph Nader’s Public Citizen, and Nader’s own book, The Case against Free Trade: GATT, NAFTA and the Globalization of Corporate Power (1993). A leading Canadian organization in trade politics has been the Council of Canadians, the honorary chair of which is Maude Barlow, who has a longstanding engagement and knowledge of international trade treaties in the Canadian context and who became a leading figure in international resistance to the MAI; see Clarke and Barlow, supra note 72.
258 See Kennedy, supra note 45, at 64–70 (exploring the relevance of appellate court decisions in the face of critiques from the sociology of law tradition).
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strategies escape familiar defects associated with court-based strategies, such as delay and cost. Given these advantages, branding strategies will undoubtedly continue to be a significant part of contemporary international trade politics.

Moreover, protest movements deploy a multiplicity of approaches in strategy both as a matter of practical necessity and because of a belief in plural processes. These strategies operate both inside state processes, such as international institutions, nation-state and local governments, and outside such processes through various transnational, national and sub-national organizations and networks.260

C The Uses of Social Rights for NGOs in Constructing Positive Agendas

Among these multiple venues for NGO activism, there are strategic contexts in which non-governmental actors can benefit from a careful use of international legal instruments, including international human rights law. As NGOs seek to influence international institutions such as the WTO, the foundation of human rights in international conventions may be necessary to framing arguments and finding influence. In addition, NGOs have increasingly used human rights discourse, including international human rights law, to influence domestic change, such as through transnational litigation in local courts.261

In addition to being a useful strategic instrument for framing claims in venues such as the WTO, attention to the serious policy issues wrestled with in the literature on international economic and social rights can provide important lessons for NGO branding strategies as they attempt to frame a constructive agenda that addresses real conflicts among different interests, including state interests.

Protest strategies have been effective in preventing most forms of trade negotiation from advancing, for now. These protests have so far been relatively successful in bracketing tensions so as to permit those interested in social regulation in the North and those interested in development in the South to protest together.262 Both agendas share dissatisfaction with the current regime and its expansion, and so both could contribute toimpeding new trade initiatives. Moreover, a multiplicity of causes and methods is consistent with the pluralistic notion of protest shared by both movements.263

However, it seems clear to many in the protest movement that there is a need to advance a more detailed and coherent agenda to the public in order not to be
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260 Keck and Sikkink, supra note 16.
261 Risse, Ropp and Sikkink, supra note 13.
262 However, there remain some doubts as to how representative the anti-globalization protests in Western capitals have been of the interests of workers and other residents of developing countries; see e.g. Silver and Arrighi, ‘Workers North and South’, in L. Panitch et al. (eds), Working Classes, Global Realities: The Socialist Register 2001 53–76; ‘Responding to Seattle, Interview with Jagdish Bhagwati’, 44 Challenge (Jan.–Feb. 2001) 6 at 11.
263 The synergy of multiple voices is a potential virtue of transnational networks; see Keck and Sikkink, supra note 16, at 207; but inconsistency and cross-purposes are clearly a risk as well, see e.g. Barlow and Clarke, supra note 100, at 211–214.
dismissed simply as naysayers. An alternative agenda also becomes necessary as more NGOs directly lobby and appear at international organizations like the WTO or IMF. A shift from obstruction towards a positive agenda of reform will require cooperation of state governments and international negotiation. To rollback existing provisions, for example, requires changes to the WTO and therefore the support of WTO member states.

Attention to international economic and social rights law by NGOs engaged in branding strategies could provide guidance, not unlike the potential guidance for tribunals in treaty interpretation, to connect progressive causes in the North and South. First, because international human rights are multilateral rather than unilateral, they provide a defence for NGO strategies against accusations of self-interest and parochialism. By ensuring that branding strategies respect international social rights standards, such protests would be more effective in linking different interest groups in North and South. Second, attention to international social rights law would demonstrate sensitivity to the interrelationship of different kinds of claims — for example, the relationship between rights to health and safety at work and issues of civil and political rights or non-discrimination claims. Third, the approaches towards ‘progressive realization’ in the international economic and social rights literature may provide guidance that NGOs must address the problem of resource constraints in developing countries and be cautious with advocating the use of unilateral trade sanctions. Strategies of branding against corporate actors may need to consider what the actual effects in terms of social resources will be for the developing country in question. Finally, the international social rights literature focuses on the rights and welfare of the individuals in question rather than any particular form of protection. This kind of flexibility with respect to social rights compliance is needed in thinking through whether branding strategies might themselves be causing problems for the protection of social development.

D Strategizing Branding to Promote International Social Rights in the Trade Regime

Perhaps the most significant recent example of a transnational advocacy strategy in international trade regulation has developed around the impact of the TRIPS Agreement and other trade provisions on the ability of developing countries to address serious public health pandemics associated with HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis. The advocacy network in this context included both domestic and transnational NGOs, and the state governments of a number of developing countries. Among other venues, transnational alliances formed in the contest between the South African government
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264 E.g. Barlow and Clarke, supra note 100, at 211–212. Oxfam’s recent report, supra note 110, evidences the sense among NGOs, still controversial, of the need to engage the international trade regime and to present some positive account of how trade and social justice issues can be reconciled.


In South Africa, domestic protests against the pharmaceutical companies and the court case, led by the local grassroots Treatment Action Campaign, together with mobilization of transnational allies and networks, such as Medicins Sans Frontières, generated significant reputational damage to the companies.\footnote{Geffen, ‘Applying Human Rights to the HIV/AIDS Crisis’, \textit{2:4 Human Rights Dialogue} (2001) 13.} In the United States, activists and a number of legislators, including many African-American governmental leaders, lobbied to have the United States ease its trade pressure against South Africa.\footnote{Park, \textit{supra} note 266, at 151–153; Rosenberg, ‘How to Solve the World’s AIDS Crisis’, \textit{New York Times Magazine}, 28 January 2001, 26 at 52, 58 and 62.} The court case was eventually withdrawn by the companies.\footnote{Swarns, ‘Drug Makers Drop South Africa Suit over AIDS Medicine’, \textit{The New York Times}, 20 April 2001, A1.} As described above, the submissions of NGOs such as the TAC included arguments based on the norms of international economic and social rights law.\footnote{Supra note 193. Claims based on domestic and international social and economic rights law have also figured in subsequent constitutional litigation by the TAC that successfully challenged the failure of the South African government to provide a comprehensive programme to prevent mother-to-child HIV transmission; \textit{Minister of Health v. Treatment Action Campaign and others}, Case CCT8/02, 5 July 2002.}

In turn, the complex battle in South Africa was a significant part of the political backdrop to the Doha Meetings of the WTO where the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health was reached.\footnote{Supra note 234.} The Declaration acknowledges a broader ability of developing and least-developed countries to address public health crises, including provisions affirming the right to grant compulsory licences and determine the grounds of their grant, and the right to determine what constitutes a national emergency.\footnote{Ibid., para. 5.} While it remains to be seen how the Declaration will be applied in particular trade disputes at the WTO,\footnote{US complaints at the WTO against Brazil for measures not unlike the South African measures were withdrawn; see e.g. Capella, ‘Brazil Wins HIV Drug Concession from US’, \textit{The Guardian}, 26 June 2001.} its invocation, perhaps buttressed by further arguments based on international human rights norms, makes it seem unlikely that a complaint concerning intellectual property protection would succeed in the context of essential medicines.\footnote{See e.g. Park, \textit{supra} note 266.}

This episode highlights how different kinds of strategies can be reconciled and complement each other in advancement of the goals of international human rights law. Moreover, international human rights law may provide one basis for an alliance of progressive forces in the North and South in future negotiations of the international trade regime. Instead of working at cross purposes, eliminating these tensions between progressive forces in the South and North may permit a move from the incremental interpretive strategies of countering and the protest strategies in
branding towards more transformative changes of the international trade regime itself.

7 Dealing

Countering and branding strategies offer ways of tempering concerns about the ‘social deficit’ in the international trade regime. However, an international social rights perspective highlights how countering and branding are limited because each is based on a largely static idea of what trade agreements provide. Countering in interpretation is obviously limited by the terms of the trade agreements that have already been negotiated. Branding strategies are constrained by the lack of direct control that NGOs exercise over the policies of nation-states and international institutions. With fewer alternative policy options available, it is more difficult to find the trade-offs that might form the basis for an acceptable compromise among governments and progressive NGOs in the South and North. A social clause might be less offensive to developing countries in the context where it was made part of a broader deal that included removal of protectionist barriers of Northern countries such as trade remedy laws or agricultural subsidies.

A New Deals between North and South

An international New Deal can be imagined in the world trade regime. This might seem fanciful, but the political preconditions for achieving a more general reform of the international trading order are present given the magnitude and persistence of opposition and critique. Examples of deals that might be politically feasible and normatively defensible can be developed from the concerns of international social rights law. In particular, a deal is possible that would address more fully the social concerns of both Southern and Northern progressives, and enable associated groups to more effectively operate in terms of public opinion and political pressure on future trade negotiations.

A change in the existing trade deal may require that those interested in better access for developing countries to markets concede the validity of the concerns about regulatory competition and fair trade among potentially vulnerable social groups in the North. They will need to recognize this as a matter of normative fairness and to ensure the continuing political legitimacy of open markets for the exports from the South. The result may be that the trading regime would directly address international social standards in areas such as labour, health, environment, and in human rights more generally. That most developing countries have acceded to international social rights law suggests that negotiating and providing for a set of international standards within the trading regime related to social rights is politically feasible. As discussed above, the multilateral genesis and content of international social rights law should

help to ease concerns among developing countries about the protectionist abuse of international social regulation inside the trade regime. At the procedural level, furthermore, a negotiated arrangement could include various forms of procedural protection. Already, the unilateral imposition of trade sanctions is subject to indirect multilateral oversight as WTO-violating tariffs or quotas. Further reforms to WTO processes could be instituted as part of a larger deal. For example, dispute settlement procedures could provide for greater participation of NGO groups in disputes involving economic and social rights. WTO procedures might also contemplate coordination with and submissions by other international organizations (such as the WHO, ILO or the Economic and Social Council), or ongoing monitoring within the WTO for the impact of trade policies on human rights.

In exchange, Northern countries could reduce their reliance on protectionist devices that have an unusual impact on developing countries, such as sectoral barriers in areas such as agriculture or textiles. Developed countries may also need to abandon, at least against developing countries, the use of trade remedy law in exchange for express international disciplines on social standards in trading partners. Social progressives in the North and South sharing a concern for economic and social rights could also push for reduction of developing country obligations in negotiations in areas such as investment, services and intellectual property. Ideally, commitments by developing countries to social standards could also be part of larger deals to provide debt relief or increased foreign aid.

B Dealing with the Establishment: The Legitimacy of the International Trade Regime

There remains the difficult issue of whether a deal that addresses the concerns of Northern progressives and of developing countries would be acceptable to interests which favour a trade regime focused on maximizing efficiency and trade openness. Why would Northern business interests, for example, be willing to sacrifice intellectual property protection or strong investment protection to deal with social rights concerns? Although any new deals in the international trade regime will have to satisfy the perceived national interests of WTO member states, the global protests against the current regime and the resistance to further movement forward without a
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new focus on social concerns may make it politically realistic to expect states and trade bureaucrats to consider new deals that would address social rights concerns.

Legitimacy is important for the WTO in at least two senses. First, supporters of the trade regime must be concerned with perceived political legitimacy in order to move ahead or even sustain the current system. Broad popular antagonism towards trade liberalization and economic globalization reflected in the protests at sites such as Seattle, Quebec and Genoa will impede further negotiations and may undermine national support for existing commitments. Failure to address concerns such as fair trade or regulatory competition, developing countries’ development or human rights, contributes to lack of popular national support for trade liberalization, as seen in the difficulties faced by the US President in achieving trade promotion authority.

A new deal that considers international social rights norms would also increase the substantive legitimacy of the international trading order. The sub rosa but imperfect protection of fair trade concerns through domestic trade remedy law would instead be expressly part of the WTO framework. The unfair burdens on developing countries of sectoral barriers (as in agriculture), domestic trade remedy laws and high TRIPS standards would be expressly addressed. Although further democratization of the processes of the WTO would obviously be desirable, a new deal based on the inclusion in the trade regime of international social rights would provide some recognition and attention to the WTO’s de facto influence on non-trade matters.

The WTO meetings at Doha and the resulting Ministerial Declarations show how NGO politics, developing country concerns and international human rights concerns can be linked into a larger deal. The Doha meeting occurred in the political context of concerns about the stability of the international economic order after the September 11 events, but also in light of the substantial opposition expressed by protestors from the South and North at and since Seattle in 1999. The meeting also signalled some acknowledgement by the trade establishment of the concerns of both social activists and developing countries, even if largely rhetorical. Much of the Ministerial Declaration was framed in terms of the needs for development, and a number of the concerns of developing countries were placed on the negotiation agenda, including implementation issues, trade remedy laws, technical cooperation and capacity building, and special and differential treatment. Most obviously, the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health recognized the public health threats of
pandemics in developing countries and the need for the TRIPS Agreement to be part of wider action to address the problems.\textsuperscript{289}

Admittedly, the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement contains hedged language and was not an amendment of the WTO treaties, and there is debate among international lawyers as to its legal status.\textsuperscript{290} Moreover, it is not clear that negotiations pursuant to the Doha Agenda will result in a deal that reconciles the concerns of developing countries and those of other critics of the WTO. However, the Doha Declarations at least show how a deal in the international trade regime can be fashioned and that such a deal might include a broader consideration of international law. Part of the soft ‘deal’ in the Ministerial Declaration at Doha, for example, tries to address the concerns of both environmentalists and developing country governments through a loose commitment to negotiations concerning the relationship between existing WTO rules and multilateral environmental agreements.\textsuperscript{291}

8 Conclusion

The three levels of strategy discussed in this article are linked in important ways. For example, seemingly arcane issues of treaty interpretation have been important to NGO mobilization. Disputes concerning the TRIPS Agreement and South African essential medicines legislation led to transnational mobilization, and local NGOs used their knowledge about the technical details of the treaty and cases under NAFTA Chapter Eleven in generating opposition to the MAI.\textsuperscript{292} Many anti-WTO and anti-globalization efforts have developed in the wake of these original protests concerning technical issues of treaty interpretation.

In the other direction, what happens in the streets matters to trade bureaucrats and adjudicators. While problematically insulated in many respects, trade bureaucrats and adjudicators can be made conscious of broader social contexts. Such decision-makers are often not blind supporters of international trade liberalization, but rather are progressive internationalists who believe that the trade agenda best serves the conflicting interests of various groups.\textsuperscript{293} By dealing with concerns about the unilateral imposition of social standards and by reconciling the concerns of South and North progressives in the international trade regime, reforms based on international social rights would be more palatable and likely to be supported by such decision-makers in their ‘interstitial’ decisions on particular cases and in their broader support for international reforms. Panellists increasingly may look, especially if efforts to

\textsuperscript{289} Supra note 234.

\textsuperscript{290} Similar debates surround other understandings between trade parties, such as the NAFTA Commission interpretation, supra note 218.

\textsuperscript{291} Ministerial Declaration, para. 31(i).

\textsuperscript{292} See Clarke and Barlow, supra note 72.

\textsuperscript{293} See e.g. Kennedy, supra note 109; Howse, supra note 265.
change treaties fail, for counters to one-sided interpretations of trade provisions. For example, if the Doha round of negotiations leads nowhere, the international politics of the WTO may play out in the Dispute Settlement Body. Critics may see an ‘activist’ turn in adjudication to human rights as transparently political. But although legalism is, of course, an ideology and a continuation of international politics by other means, it is nonetheless a form of politics that has some particular virtues.

Of course, the more open method is for trade negotiators to acknowledge the necessity of a new international deal that would respond to the wave of critiques in and around the trade system. In this context, activism around the trade regime can impact on negotiations within the institutions; branding can lead to dealing. The principal architects of negotiations are still national politicians, and the protests at Seattle and since demonstrate that domestic and international direct action does have an impact on how politicians act. Moreover, some national politicians share some of the protestors’ concerns, as well as being required to consider them out of political necessity.

In the end, the simultaneous pursuit of a multiplicity of techniques will be needed to humanize transnational economic governance. By linking inside and outside strategies, a trade agenda informed by the concerns of international economic and social rights may broaden the narrow trade-facilitative understanding of the policy purposes of the international trade regime, begin to address issues of regulation and distribution, and assist the move from free trade to just trade.
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294 The recent Appellate Body decisions in *United States — Shrimp*, supra note 147, and *EC — Asbestos*, supra note 170, signal to some observers ISB awareness of environmentalist protests and perspectives; see Weinstein and Charnowitz, supra note 171.

295 In this respect, the DSB could begin an ‘activism’ phase not unlike that which Weiler describes the European Court of Justice as having played in promoting the integration project during periods in which the political advance of the project was stalemated; see Weiler, ‘The Transformation of Europe’, 100 *Yale L.J.* (1991) 2403.
